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observations from a voyage

“If Antarctica were music it would be Mozart. Art, and it would be Michelangelo.
Literature, and it would be Shakespeare. And yet it is something even greater; the
only place on earth that is still as it should be. May we never tame it.”
andrew denton

the lonely
continent
Last December, our clients Doug and
Diane D. went on an adventure cruise to
Antarctica. Here is their story, told in
their own words.

THE GUIDES

We recommend G Adventures for folks
who want a straight-forward cruise
without the casinos and shows, etc.
Their service was low key, unintrusive,
without being a freighter. Since this
was the Christmas/New Years cruise,
we should have thought to bring
something a little dressy beyond our
casual clothes for the special dinners.
Also since this was the holiday cruise,
there were lots of younger folks. Doug
and I were in the oldest 10% of the
passengers - I expected more older
folks because of the price. Of the 130+
passengers: 39 were Australians, 33
were Americans, 19 were mainland
Chinese, 10 were Canadian with the
rest mainly from Britain, Germany, and
Switzerland. The youngest there was
probably 13.
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OVERVIEW

The size of our tour was just right - large
enough to do the Drake Passage and not so
large that we couldn't all get off the ship easily.

PACKING LIST

Went very well. Crew was very knowledgeable
and friendly. Cabin was roomy (we were in

- Fabrics: Go with fleece or poly instead of

class 3, a step up from what we originally

cotton. Cotton lets the cold and wind right in.

thought we would do). Food was very healthy

- Waterproof/Rain pants: bring 2 pairs. One to

and plentiful; they never answered how they

keep with your boots in the mud room, and one

kept the lettuce fresh for the 12 days of the

for going out on deck.

cruise - there were no stores nearby to pick up

- Head covering: Bring a balaclava to cover

supplies. We were able to wander among the

neck, ears and head from wind. In the zodiacs,

penguins or just stop to watch them. We got to

the wind is especially cold.

see chicks from eggs to youngsters starting to

- Foot gear: Unless you are doing some serious

change from grey to black and white.

hiking in addition to teh cruise, forget hiking
boots. You don't need them on the ship or day
trips out of Ushuaia. You can't use them on
Antarctica itself; their boots must be worn as
part of protecting the environment.
- Also: bring a pair of walking shoes for the
plane; something easy to slip into for
wandering around the ship; sandals if staying
in Buenos Aires pre or post.
- long johns: I had 3 sets of lightweight
thermals. I wore the bottoms under quick-dry
hiking pants around the ship and added the
waterproof pants when outdoors. This combo
kept me warm enough and blocked the wind.
- socks: Use wool. I used sock liners and one
pair of wool socks around the ship. With the
boots, because they were too wide, I added a
second pair of wool socks so I didn't slip in the
boots when I walked.
- walking poles: I am glad that I brought mine. I
have a fold-up pair that I put in my day pack
that I carried with me when we went ashore.
- lotion: Bring heavy-duty hand lotion and use
it often.

GOOD WEATHER

LUGGAGE

The Antarctic Peninsula is a beautiful place to visit

There was room under the beds to store the

in the Summer time. With temperatures almost

luggage. This might have been a problem in the 4-

always between 30 and 40°F, it was never as cold as

person cabins but even then there would be some

we expected it to be. And we were fortunate to have

room for regular sized luggage. We would have

very little wind during the trip which made it seem

been better off using our usual luggage instead of

warmer than it was.

the smaller duffel that we used.

We were extremely fortunate on the cruise. The
Drake Passage crossing was rated as a 0 on the way
over and a 2 on the way back (0-10 with 10 being
the worst). Every day of the cruise, we were able to
get off the boat and at least do a zodiac cruise;
although usually there was a landing to be among
the penguins. More than one crew member stated
that usually one or more days were just simple
cruising on the ship.

TRAVELER'S TIP

From Diane: Besides me, several others were sick
with cough & colds on the cruise. I read later that
because the Antarctic is so dry that many people
end up with a dry cough. In addition to the dry
cough, my hands were so dry from the air and from
the hand sanitizers that the ship had us use before
going into eat and into the lounge. Good idea,

LAUNDRY

Underclothes dried very quickly in the bathroom.
This is where the dry air was a good thing. Figuring
out how to hang things was challenging but since
clothes dried quickly, it didn't matter how they
were hung. Otherwise, we used the ship's laundry
and paid for clothes to be washed. Socks were $1 a
pair.

however, hands were even drier. I brought lotion
but heavy duty lotion was needed. If you have
clients thinking of going in a few years and they are
in the golden years like Doug and me, encourage
them to go sooner. That dry air and the resulting
bronchitis is not easy to deal with. Also bring lots
of heavy duty cold and cough medicine in addition
to seasickness meds.

"We are having a great trip.
The Drake channel was smooth. We
have had mostly windless days since
then with temperatures in the 30's.
It's been snowing lightly part of the
time. Today we passed through the
Antarctic Sound.
We've been told that it's rarely passable,
so this is a treat for the crew as well as
the passengers."
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ADVENTURE
For people who want to hike there were paths
leading up to nearby a hill at most of the landings.

The Kayak option:

Areas where passengers were allowed to go were

We did not opt to use the kayaks. Those who did

marked out at each landing. Crew members were

had more off-boat time than the rest of us. They

stationed at points of interest to show us things we

started first. Sometimes they did not go ashore.

might have otherwise missed to answer questions

Sometimes they did. They saw more than the

and monitor us to keep us in the permitted areas.

rest of us overall, I think. On our cruise they

i.e. we were not led around in small groups. If we

kayaked at all of our landing points except one.

had needed restroom facilities there were always

We were told that on some cruises they are lucky

zodiacs at the ready to take us back to the boat.

to be in kayaks more than 1 or 2 times during the

When we left the zodiacs we were told when the

cruise due to weather conditions.

last zodiac would be returning to the boat. When 8
or 10 people were ready to go back a zodiac would

The Camping option:

load and take passengers back to the boat. The

Two people per tent. Luckily for me (but not

reward for going back early was that we would

Diane who was sick) I had a tent to myself. The

normally get to cruise around in the zodiac on the

tents are large enough for two people to BE in

way back to see things we would not have seen if

them, but it must have taken amazing

we had waited for the last boat. We never felt

cooperation for two people TO GET INTO the

rushed; always had time to see what we wanted to

sleeping bags/liners while inside the tents.

see.

Diane was told that she would get a refund for
not participating in the camping event. Our
expectation was that there were no refunds, so if
this does come through we will be very pleased and impressed. We did not seek a refund. The
camping director, Gerard, sought out Diane to
tell her that, since she was unable to camp
because she was sick, her camping fee would be
refunded.

CAMERAS

Sometimes while traveling in a zodiac there are
opportunities to get good photos - if you have your
camera available. However it is unwise to have
non-weatherproof cameras unprotected during
zodiac transits. There are lots of opportunities for
closeup photos, and for shots that require longer
lenses (birds other than penguins, for example).
Longer lenses would also be desirable if landings
were not possible due to bad weather. I am
disappointed that I did not have a way to take
underwater photos while keeping my hands out of
the water (so a seal could not take my hand).

I had no idea that ice, mountains, icebergs,
clouds, flat water, sky, and sun could work
together to make such beautiful scenes. I was in
awe the whole trip.

- Doug
TIERRA DEL FUEGA EXCURSION

Prior to boarding the boat on the day of the cruise
we did the half-day tour to Tierra del Fuega. We
were picked up at 7:30; didn't get to the park until
about 9:30 because we were picking people up from
hotels all over town and in the hills. Other than
that it was a good tour, but certainly not a great
tour. Fortunately, at the end of the tour we were
dropped off first - so we were able to get lunch and
still make it to the boat on time. If I had it to do
over, based on what I was told by a shipmate, I
would have preferred to go to Martillo Island
where it might have been possible to see
Magellanic and King penguins as well as Gentoos even if it meant needing to get to Ushuaia a day
earlier.

N O T E

Penguins, we were told, are very nasty (if you try to handle them - which we didn't).
But they certainly are cute and fun to watch. But what I learned for sure is that if
there is reincarnation - I DO NOT want to come back as a penguin.
Thank you again for all of your help. It was an excellent trip. I'm looking forward to
traveling with Willamette Intl Travel again.

“At a time when it’s possible for thirty people to stand on the top of Everest in one
day, Antarctica still remains a remote, lonely and desolate continent. A place
where it’s possible to see the splendors and immensities of the natural world at its
most dramatic and, what’s more, witness them almost exactly as they were, long,
long before human beings ever arrived on the surface of this planet. Long may it
remain so."
David Attenborough
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